
SUBJECT ONE: IT'S THE NUMBER ONE PROBLEM! 

Arright everybody, roll up your sleeve and put a little rubbing alcohol on your arm... Doctor Kit 

is starting you off with a dose of painful TRUTH... 

This isn't asprin! This is pure penicillin - and your relationship is totally DEAD MEAT without it. 

So many people I work with are desperate to fix the problems in their relationships... they're 

lovestruck and full of emotion and DEDICATED and they FAIL FAIL FAIL, over and over again in 

every relationship they're in (Yikes!) 

This isn't dumb luck... it's dumb actions! Take a deep breath and listen... (are you listening?) 

Stop focusing on the PROBLEMS in your relationship... and focus on the PASSION in your 

relationship... 

Most people never figure this out but... think of the way you felt when you broke a long term 

relationship off... bored... dead inside... exhausted? 

Instead of putting all your energy into fixing the leaks in your relationship, focus on building a 

better freaking boat! Even the smallest problems become big ones if you're in a passionless 

relationship! 

This is PATHETIC... like an alcoholic one man band... or the last season of any TV sitcom. :( A 

twenty minute date is miles more helpful than a two hour autopsy. 

Love isn't math! It isn't a problem you "solve", it's an emotion you feel, a roller coaster ride that 

makes you terrified and furious and jealous and pushes you to be better person despite 

yourself, and that, THAT feeling in your chest and your head and the pit of your stomach is what 

you're after. 

http://www.website.com 

^^ I think that's going to help you find it pretty quickly. It won't hurt you to go check it out. 

Rooting For You, 

Kit Adams. 

PS - Tomorrow, we're going to talk about a couple BIG WORDS that mean BIG TROUBLE. You 

know, like a fast food burger, it feels good going down... but it's really bad for you. 

Promise me you'll look out for it! 



SUBJECT TWO: BEWARE OF PREMATURE WHAT? 

 

You want to get back with your ex? And you're serious about it?  

I've got a big warning for you. 

So you're talking to your ex... you make a little headway.... and you think, WOW... things are 

going better than I could have EVER imagined... it's time to close the deal! 

Allow me to be your own personal Admiral Dude With The Fish Eyes From Star Wars: NO! IT'S A 

TRAP! When you're still in that bargaining phase of your breakup...you're letting your 

imagination run 

wild,...you're taking all positive interactions seriously....it's the beginning of your bright 

future...and everything's going to fall into place... 

That's a little something I like to call PREMATURE RECONCILIATION - it's messy, it's humiliating, 

and it's not going to make that special someone find you more attractive. 

Just like premature *that other thing* (LOL!) Click here to watch a video about it.  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XofIY_Rg1aY  

 

At best, you're going to give them the emotional validation and TOTAL POWER in your 

relationship, and at worst you're letting them know you're still clingy and desperate. CRINGE! 

Promise me you'll be strong.... EVEN IF they bring up getting back together! You'd better not 

step into that flicker of hope until it's a roaring inferno. 

In Your Corner, Kit Adams 

PS - Tomorrow, I'm breaking the man code to talk about the thing men want the most. No no, 

it's an emotional thing. Seriously. 

  



SUBJECT THREE: THE THING MEN CRAVE ABOVE ALL ELSE... 

So if you didn't already know this, I'm a guy. And I talk to guys (a lot!) and right up there with 

football and cars and cool music and MMA and grilling meat... 

... yeah we're walking stereotypes :(  ... 

We like talking about women. And what is it that guys like the most when it comes to women?? 

You don't get it from ASKING them, you get it from OBSERVING them...  

It's not big hips... big lips... a pretty face... an itty bitty waist... or anything physical. It's 

admiration. 

I talk so often to guys who feel like they work themselves to death at their job and work 

themselves to death at how, all hoping to get some small sliver of comfort and gratefulness. But 

it seems like more often they’re judged only based on what they do. 

Are they taking out the trash? Are they paying the bills? Are they helping around the house? 

Remember when we talked about how PASSION was the factor that kept a relationship going.... 

and EXHAUSTION stopped it dead? 

At home a guy can get nagged and feel like a goat... And at work he can feel like a hero... 

If a man feels bad about himself at home, he becomes easy prey for a woman that makes him 

feel respected and admired. 

They've got it bass-ackwards - like a fish spawning downhill or something. 

It’s so important to go out of your way to give your man respect and recognition. Not just for 

what they’re doing, but for what they are – people with their own dreams and desires. 

Maybe those don’t always line up perfectly with what you want or feel is practical. But a little 

goes a long way. 

Do it because it's the most valuable thing you can offer him...and do it for YOU! Because you'll 

secretly be giving him an "anti-slut armor" that builds his loyalty to you.  

 

Always admiring you ;) , 

Kit Adams 

PS: Tomorrow is a big day... we've done a little homework, and now it's time to start for REAL. 



 

SUBJECT FOUR: STAND OUT TO GET THEM BACK... 

Have you ever reached a point in your relationship... where you've said "I Love You" to a 

partner... over and over (and over and over) again so many times... that it starts to lose some of 

that emotional PUNCH? 

You know -- you tell them how much you love them... and they're like... eh, whatever... This 

isn't your fault! 

It's just something that happens when you don't remember the FACTS -  

What you SAY in a relationship.... isn't NEARLY as important... 

As how you say it. In a world where text messages... and emails... and instant messages rule the 

day... Something that you've written with your own two HANDS will be way way way more 

effective than that hilariously *awful* seven page email you're working on. 

(Have you already sent the seven page email with your list of grievances and plans for the 

future? I hope not! You're breaking up not writing the Declaration of Independence!) 

Look, let's fix this. If you're trying to fix a breakup... you need to make THEM pursue YOU. And 

the strongest way to do that is to AGREE with the breakup with a short, handwritten note. (And 

seriously... KEEP IT SHORT!) 

First, the dont's: 

Don't be needy. Don't talk about your dreams of being together forever, having a family, or 

anything that would box them in. Don't even talk about being friends in the future. No 

confusing emotional middle ground. 

Don't go into long details about what you did wrong, what they did wrong, whatever. Don't 

make this letter long or tough to read. 

Don't expect them to write you back. 

- Let them know that you're okay with the breakup. Your goal is not to write something magical 

that makes them love you. Your goal is to make them THINK about YOU, okay? When you first 

got together, they wondered what you were like and where you were and what you thought 

about them AUTOMATICALLY without you "egging them on"... so let's get back to that. 



"Hey (name), I've had some time to myself to think about it and I've come to a place where I 

totally understand your decision to move on. In fact, I would have done the same thing if I was 

in your shoes..." 

- Tell the truth. If you screwed up in the relationship, say so. If you broke up with THEM and 

they're reluctant to come back, point out what went wrong on your end, their concerns about 

getting back together, and what prompted your change of heart. If you didn't screw anything 

major up, don't bring it up. 

"When I cheated on you with that Mexican soap opera star, I was only thinking about the 

passionate nights of amor, not the impact it would have on us. And when you pointed out how I 

don't do anything around the house, I got defensive and lame instead of picking up after 

myself. So yeah, I had it coming." 

- Create some intrigue. If something exciting is happening in your life, now's the time to bring it 

up. Tell them you want to talk about it. If you haven't done anything exciting or interesting... 

GO WORK ON THAT! :D You don't have to be specific. Think of it as a TV show... make them 

want to know what's happening.  

"Some really... interesting things have been going on with me at the garage lately. Cool 

interesting, not like the Chinese curse. I'd love to talk it out with you sometime... 

- Dial it back. Don't let them think you're jumping at the bit to talk to them, hang around with 

them, or anything else. Desperate people never get what they want. 

"But let's do it in the future. We both need the space the right now." 

- Say something nice. Be cool, use a nickname. "See you later, muffins. I wish you the best." 

Get out. End the letter. Remember to keep a CALM and RELAXED tone throughout. Be a 

"smooth operator"... you know, like the Sade song.  

Right There With You, 

Kit Adams 

  



SUBJECT FIVE: YOUR EX IS A LOSER. 

I blew up a lot of your time yesterday, so we're going to make this QUICK... 

If you're in the dumps about your breakup, you need to remember something. When your ex 

broke up with you... they lost something... 

They lost you. They forfeited all rights to your touch... your words.... your attention... your 

devotion...your love... 

And it's important that you DON'T CONTACT THEM and make them feel it. And I don't mean the 

loophole of "well, they talked to me, this is a great sign". NO. 

Your goal is to get back together with them. Their goal is to feel better about themselves and 

get the ATTENTION and RESPECT that you gave them. If you've danced this dance before, wisen 

up! They're not sending you mized messages... you're at complete cross purposes! 

Don't reward them! 

Don't meet with them... Don't talk to them on the phone... Don't leave something on their 

Facebook wall...  

No SMOKE SIGNALS. ;) 

NONE OF IT! 

It's going to be hard, but you need to rip that bandaid off altogether. If you've got all the same 

friends, fine new ones. Same co-workers? Get transferred.  

(hey, you told me you were SERIOUS about this love thing. prove it!) 

If you're forced to interact with them, keep it cordial and short. And if it makes them angry, 

then so be it! 

It's not just about them, it's about you. Give yourself the space to really, genuinely get over 

them before you reunite. 

Following You… But Not In A Creepy Way,  

Kit Adams 

PS - Tomorrow, I'll be sharing a sad story with you. Like, uncomfortably sad. Get your Kleenex 

ready. 


